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This book is dedicated to Marilyn Fargo.  
Thank you for mentoring me and investing endless hours  

to help me learn biblical peacemaking.
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Have this attitude in yourselves which  
was also in Christ Jesus. 

Philippians 2:5
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INTRODUCTION

Have you ever wanted reconciliation? Have you ever had reconcili-
ation with someone but found it hard to maintain? I understand. 
I’ve been there. Experiencing reconciliation and maintaining it 
can be difficult. The more intimate the relationship, the more chal-
lenging it may seem.

Living Reconciled will help you with two things. First, you may 
have attempted to reconcile but the entire relationship has fallen 
apart, or the other person is unwilling. This book will give you 
seven keys to moving forward with a courageous reconciliation 
attitude, regardless of the other person’s response. The second 
scenario is you have reconciled completely. However, your thoughts 
and feelings keep getting the best of you. Living Reconciled will 
help you transform those thoughts and feelings so that they glorify 
God and bring freedom in your life.

Let me tell you a story. You may have noticed that all of my 
writing and books are signed P. Brian Noble. I am often asked 
about my name. What does the P stand for? Because I am a pas-
tor, people often think it means Pastor Brian Noble. However, my 
entire name is Paul Brian Noble. The P. doesn’t stand for pastor. 
P truly is my first initial.

Growing up, I went through seasons of closeness and seasons 
of distance with my dad, Paul Wallace Noble. In fact, back in 
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Introduction

my hometown, about half of my friends will call me Paul while 
the other half will call me Brian. From first through third grade, 
I went by Paul. From third grade through today, I have gone by 
Brian. I can remember the day—I was about eight years old— that 
I decided I didn’t want to go by my dad’s name anymore. I wanted 
my own name. I wanted my own identity.

My dad is very blunt, and I struggled to understand him. I mis-
understood a lot of his actions and parenting techniques and his 
personality. Not too long after I made that decision to change my 
name I entered my teen years, which were no doubt fraught with 
name- calling from my peers, tension at home, and all the stuff that 
goes with being a young man. It was a rough set of years relationally.

Then, at age twenty- one, I was challenged by God to be com-
pletely reconciled with my dad. God encouraged me to let go of 
the past and have a new outlook and view of my dad. I had come 
to know Jesus through repentance and had been baptized; I knew 
I needed a Jesus reconciliation. Long story short, my dad and I 
reconciled. As a symbol of this reconciliation, I decided to put 
the P. back on my name. Every day when I sign my name, I am 
reminded I am reconciled. I love my dad and my mom and my 
stepdad and my stepmom so much. They are all amazing people.

This book is a journey about reconciliation: what that means 
from a God- perspective and how to find reconciliation in your 
life. Throughout this book, we are going to use one chapter of 
Scripture as the roadmap for this journey, 2 Corinthians 5. Let’s 
read through it together as we begin:

For we know that if  the earthly tent which is our house is torn 
down, we have a building from God, a house not made with hands, 
eternal in the heavens. For indeed in this house we groan, longing 
to be clothed with our dwelling from heaven, inasmuch as we, 
having put it on, will not be found naked. For indeed while we are 
in this tent, we groan, being burdened, because we do not want to 
be unclothed but to be clothed, so that what is mortal will be swal-
lowed up by life. Now He who prepared us for this very purpose 
is God, who gave to us the Spirit as a pledge. 
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Therefore, being always of good courage, and knowing that 
while we are at home in the body we are absent from the Lord— 
for we walk by faith, not by sight— we are of good courage, I say, 
and prefer rather to be absent from the body and to be at home 
with the Lord. Therefore we also have as our ambition, whether 
at home or absent, to be pleasing to Him. For we must all ap-
pear before the judgment seat of Christ, so that each one may be 
recompensed for his deeds in the body, according to what he has 
done, whether good or bad. 

Therefore, knowing the fear of the Lord, we persuade men, 
but we are made manifest to God; and I hope that we are made 
manifest also in your consciences. We are not again commend-
ing ourselves to you but are giving you an occasion to be proud 
of us, so that you will have an answer for those who take pride 
in appearance and not in heart. For if we are beside ourselves, it 
is for God; if we are of sound mind, it is for you. For the love of 
Christ controls us, having concluded this, that one died for all, 
therefore all died; and He died for all, so that they who live might 
no longer live for themselves, but for Him who died and rose again 
on their behalf.

Therefore from now on we recognize no one according to the 
flesh; even though we have known Christ according to the flesh, yet 
now we know Him in this way no longer. Therefore if anyone is in 
Christ, he is a new creature; the old things passed away; behold, 
new things have come. Now all these things are from God, who 
reconciled us to Himself through Christ and gave us the ministry 
of reconciliation, namely, that God was in Christ reconciling the 
world to Himself, not counting their trespasses against them, and 
He has committed to us the word of reconciliation. 

Therefore, we are ambassadors for Christ, as though God were 
making an appeal through us; we beg you on behalf of Christ, be 
reconciled to God. He made Him who knew no sin to be sin on our 
behalf, so that we might become the righteousness of God in Him. 

I encourage you to read this out loud. Underline parts that jump 
out or intrigue you. Highlight parts you have questions about. 
Circle words or phrases that repeat. This Scripture passage clearly 
shows us seven courageous attitudes to reconciliation. They can 
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Introduction

change us, transform us, and make us more and more like the Savior  
we serve. 

This will be a journey—a fun journey. It is a journey that I am 
on. It is how I change my thinking about my circumstances and 
the conflicts I experience on a daily basis. Even while writing this 
book, I kept thinking about how I need to apply this reconcilia-
tion attitude or that one to an area of my life or to a relationship 
with a specific person. Guess what? When I stopped and applied 
it, my heart changed.

My hope is, as we journey together, God’s Word will transform 
you like it is transforming me, and you will experience God’s grace 
and peace and reconciliation, even in your toughest relationships.
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1

Be Real
Tough Relationships Are Inevitable

What do I really know about this world? I don’t understand this 
life. How often have you thought that? Don’t deny it happens. We 
all have thoughts like that sometimes. In fact, chances are high you 
are probably like me and think this world is a very confusing place 
to live. We can go from having the best day ever to the worst day 
ever in a matter of moments.

In 1999, my wife (Tanya) and I were pregnant with our first child. 
Well, Tanya was. But we were both so excited about our child’s ar-
rival. Tanya’s plan was to have a completely natural birth. Now, if 
it were me, I would not choose “natural” in pretty much anything 
medical; natural just seems so painful. I’d read about the fall and 
the curse in Genesis 3. Scripture is crystal clear: God told Eve, “I 
will greatly multiply your pain in childbirth,” and if that were not 
enough, God continued on to explain that “in pain you will bring 
forth children” (v. 16). So the natural conclusion I came to is that 
labor was going to hurt. However, as a supportive husband, I de-
cided to respect Tanya’s desire to go through this thing “naturally.”
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The day finally came that Tanya began her labor pains. Our 
home was about fifty minutes away from Holy Family Hospital. 
The distance made us nervous, so we rushed to the hospital. Ran 
in! And to our disappointment, it was not quite time yet. Tanya 
needed to progress more before the hospital would admit her. I 
suggested we walk around a local mall for a few hours, and then 
maybe she would be ready. By the way— attention all husbands— if 
your wife is in labor, walking around a mall, or any public place, 
is a bad idea. Write it down. Get a tattoo! Walking around a mall 
while your wife is expecting: bad idea. Talking to friends in the 
mall while your wife is in labor is also a bad idea. Wanting to buy 
fast food at the mall while your wife is in labor: a very bad idea.

Despite the pain and my less-than-stellar suggestion, our excite-
ment grew and grew. Finally, we went back to the hospital; surely it 
had to be time. Nope! We reluctantly went back home. Eventually, 
however, we were back at Holy Family Hospital and Tanya was 
admitted. This is where things went from best day ever to worst 
day ever and back to best day ever. 

Best day ever: we were in the process of having our first baby. 
Pain and all, we were thrilled.

Then the nurses started fussing. One nurse came into the room. 
She left. Another nurse came in with the first nurse. They explained 
that the baby’s heart rate was dropping, and they were very con-
cerned for both mom and baby. They had Tanya get into different 
positions. Nothing seemed to help. The heart rate just kept falling.

Worst day ever: the next thing I knew, they were telling us they 
needed to do an emergency caesarean section. 

My heart started to race, and Tanya expressed her disappoint-
ment over not having a natural birth. But in a matter of moments, 
they had Tanya out of the room we were in, and I was standing in 
another little room putting on scrubs. I was praying and praying, 
“Lord, please don’t take my wife home. Please help my baby be 
born alive.”

“Paul?” said a nurse. “Paul Noble!”
Oh, the nurse was talking to me; I wasn’t used to being called 

by my first name. 
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“Are you —?” 
I quickly replied, “Yes, I am Paul Brian Noble.”
“Come with me,” said the nurse.
The nurse took me into an operating room. My wife was lying 

on a bed, not moving. Fear rushed through my body. “Have a seat 
on this stool,” said the nurse. Then Tanya looked at me. She was 
afraid. She was disappointed. The look in her eyes was Today is 
the worst day ever. She wanted a natural birth.

The doctor came in, explained a few things, and then began. 
In only a few moments— painful ones for Tanya (we found out 
later that the medicine they gave her didn’t work on her)— the 
C- section was done.

Best day ever: suddenly, I was holding my brand- new baby boy. 
He was perfect. He had a little cut on his head from the surgery, 
but besides that, he was perfect.

Childbirth is an apt description of the reconciliation process. 
Just as a birth can go from smooth to bumpy and back, so can 
reconciliation. At one point, you might be rejoicing: “We made 
it through our conflict!” But one little misplaced, misunderstood 
word can rub one party or the other the wrong way, and you 
find yourself  five steps back. This is not unusual. There is still 
hope. Or you want to reconcile, and the other person won’t try. 
Then the other person wants to reconcile, and you won’t try. 
Reconciliation can be frustrating. Yet at the same time, it can 
be exciting.

However, we live in a temporal and fallen world. And it is not 
going to get better. In fact, it is actually getting worse. This very 
fact of our current state is critical to reconciliation. I know this 
reality check sounds ultra- depressing, but there are four realities 
we all must face: 

 1. We are all going to die.
 2. We are all going to groan.
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 3. We are all afraid of being naked.
 4. We are all going to be burdened.

You’re probably reading this book because you have a relation-
ship that is strained, tense, or filled with conflict. Below, we will use 
2 Corinthians 5 to look at these four realities through a temporal 
lens. (In the next chapter, we will go back through the same Bible 
verses and look at them through an eternal lens.) So get ready to 
be depressed. Get ready to want to give up. But if you will hang 
with me, you will begin to grasp the amazing journey we are on. 
A journey of hope. A journey of becoming a reconciler and living 
in reconciliation.

You Are Going to Die: Your Tent Is Temporary 

For we know that if  the earthly tent which is our house is torn 
down, we have a building from God, a house not made with hands, 
eternal in the heavens. (2 Cor. 5:1)

Look at this verse closely. Remember that Scripture has the power 
to change lives. Scripture is a living word, filled with hope. It is a 
source of comfort.

Let’s start by focusing on the first half of this verse: “For we 
know that if the earthly tent which is our house is torn down.” 
So many in our current world do not want to admit this truth: we 
are all going to die. But I do, and I will try to be as clear as pos-
sible. We— you and I— live in earthly tents, which are temporary 
structures, not meant to last. Not only that, but your tent is going 
to be torn down. You are going to die!

“Okay, hold on,” you may protest. “You are writing a book to 
bring me hope and comfort, and the first thing you tell me is I live 
in a tent that will be torn down, and I’m going to die? Done! I’m 
not reading any more.”

Wait. Please keep reading. This point is critical. If you get this 
one thing wrong, the entire rest of your life is going to be way 
more difficult. Okay, that may be a slight exaggeration; however, 
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I truly believe that if you think this earth and this life are meant 
to be perfect, then you are going to be a very depressed person.

How is that thought comforting? Well, if you are connecting 
with your inner Aladdin, singing “A Whole New World,” you will 
someday wake up and realize that if this is the new world, the fan-
tastic point of view, and the dream, then something must be wrong 
with you— because this world is disappointing, disillusioning, and 
depressing. This earth is filled with tents that will be torn down. 
This is not a new world; it is a fallen world. It is not a fantastic 
point of view; it is a temporary point of view.

My family loved to go camping when I was growing up. Mom 
and Tom, my stepdad, slept in a camping trailer, and we kids slept in 
a tent. (Although my sister somehow always ended up in the trailer.) 
We always arrived at the campground late the first night, because 
we couldn’t leave until Mom and Tom got off of work, then we 
would have to drive a few hours to get to where we were camping.

My brother and I would set up the tent in the dark. First, we 
would try to find a level place. Second, we would try to make sure 
there were no roots, rocks, or pinecones that might cause a person 
discomfort and lost sleep. Third, we would put the tent together. 
Fourth, we would place our sleeping bags, pillows, and anything 
else we felt we would need to be comfortable inside the tent. Fifth, 
we would try not to think about the grizzly bears that could rip 
through the tent and eat us. Sixth, we would try to fall asleep fast, 
thinking happy thoughts.

My brother would always fall asleep quickly, but I would lie 
there, wide awake, noticing the rock, the root, the pinecone we’d 
somehow missed, and how dark it was outside. I’d start to hear 
sounds I hadn’t noticed before: the running brook, the owl, the 
wolves howling. My perfect spot would become not so perfect. 
My tent— my barrier from the outside— seemed thin, unsafe, and 
insufficient to protect me. 

Nine out of ten times, it would start to rain. Then I would 
wonder if the tent was waterproof. Then the wind would start 
to blow, and I’d start to think about the trees around us falling 
on the tent. Eventually, I would fall asleep. And in what seemed 
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like only a moment, a bright light came shining on the tent: hot, 
muggy, so uncomfortable. It was morning. And my first morning 
thought was, I hate tents.

Here is my point: tents are not comfortable. Tents are tempo-
rary. Tents are not that safe. Tents are insignificant to protect us 
from the world around us. Paul says that our bodies— our tents— 
are our houses. Our tents are frail. Our tents hold our emotions, 
our thoughts, our desires, our personalities, our likes, our dislikes, 
our fears, and our lives— who we are as individuals.

I would rather Paul had said, “For we know that if this earthly 
bomb shelter which is our house . . .” At least a bomb shelter 
would be strong, mighty, and able to withstand anything thrown at 
it. Drop a nuclear bomb on a shelter, and it will be just fine. Send 
a storm? No problem. Throw in some relational tension? Not a 
big deal. But unfortunately, Paul said tent. (For all of you out there 
feeling the need to point out Paul would have not known what a 
bomb shelter was, I get it. I know, and thanks for your input.)

And here’s the thing. Paul doesn’t only say we have a tent; he also 
points out that the tent is torn down. That is even worse. What we do 
have is flimsy and will be destroyed someday. Now that is depressing.

What does your life, housed in this tent- like body, have to do with 
reconciliation? What connection does it have with how you interact 
with God and with others? What does it matter? I will give you a 
hint. When the winds of life come and force your flimsy, temporary 
tent to interact with my flimsy, temporary tent, it becomes messy 
very fast. But wait! It gets worse. Let’s look at the next verse.

You Are Going to Groan: Your Soul Is Uncomfortable

For indeed in this house we groan, longing to be clothed with our 
dwelling from heaven. (2 Cor. 5:2)

The insides of humanity have been groaning since sin entered into 
the world. We have been squeezed by our circumstances. We have 
been pressed by trials. A tent does not do much to push back on 
circumstances or trials. We sigh. We are in distress.
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One of my favorite psalms is Psalm 42, included below with 
emphasis on the groaning I see the psalmist talking about. I am 
not including this psalm to depress you; I am using it to illustrate 
how people throughout history have been groaning. They have 
been calling out to God. They have felt as you feel.

Psalm 42

As the deer pants for the water brooks,
So my soul pants for You, O God.
My soul thirsts for God, for the living God; 
When shall I come and appear before God? 
My tears have been my food day and night, 
While they say to me all day long, “Where is your God?”
These things I remember and I pour out my soul within me.
For I used to go along with the throng and lead them in 

procession to the house of God,
With the voice of joy and thanksgiving, a multitude 

keeping festival.

Why are you in despair, O my soul? 
And why have you become disturbed within me? 
Hope in God, for I shall again praise Him 
For the help of His presence.
O my God, my soul is in despair within me; 
Therefore I remember You from the land of the Jordan 
And the peaks of Hermon, from Mount Mizar.
Deep calls to deep at the sound of Your waterfalls;
All Your breakers and Your waves have rolled over me.
The Lord will command His lovingkindness in the 

daytime; 
And His song will be with me in the night, 
A prayer to the God of my life.

I will say to God my rock, “Why have You forgotten me? 
Why do I go mourning because of the oppression of the 

enemy?”
As a shattering of  my bones, my adversaries revile me, 
While they say to me all day long, “Where is your God?” 
Why are you in despair, O my soul? 
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And why have you become disturbed within me? 
Hope in God, for I shall yet praise Him, 
The help of my countenance and my God.

This is the type of groaning our souls can have for reconciliation 
with God and with others. I don’t know about you, but if I am 
being completely transparent, between the trials of being raised 
in a divorced family, the trials of marriage, the trials of raising 
kids, and the trials of providing for my family, I have experienced 
every one of these groanings.

However, there is light at the end of this psalm. Did you know 
that some believe Psalm 42 is linked to Psalm 43 and might actu-
ally be one poem? With that perspective in mind, read on.

Psalm 43

Vindicate me, O God, and plead my case against an 
ungodly nation; 

O deliver me from the deceitful and unjust man!
For You are the God of my strength; why have You 

rejected me?
Why do I go mourning because of the oppression of the 

enemy?

O send out Your light and Your truth, let them lead me;
Let them bring me to Your holy hill 
And to Your dwelling places.
Then I will go to the altar of God, 
To God my exceeding joy; 
And upon the lyre I shall praise You, O God, my God.

Why are you in despair, O my soul? 
And why are you disturbed within me? 
Hope in God, for I shall again praise Him, 
The help of my countenance and my God.

Today you may be groaning. Yet I believe God is going to help 
your countenance as you interact with his Scripture. However, I 
don’t want to get ahead of myself, so let’s go to the next verse.
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You Are Fearful of Being Exposed

Inasmuch as we, having put it on, will not be found naked. (2 Cor. 5:3)

Just a reminder, “it” in this verse refers to our heavenly covering. 
So as you read this passage, you may be thinking, The Scripture 
is actually saying NOT be found naked. This is true, and we will 
look at that in the next chapter. However, I want to uncover a 
common fear we all have of being exposed. Remember, in this 
chapter I’m setting up the current state we live in— the fallen state, 
the sinful state. Understanding where we are is so critical to living 
in reconciliation.

I can remember having a recurring dream as a kid. In this dream, 
I would wake up and be late for school. I would rush out of the 
house. I would get on the bus, and all the kids would be laugh-
ing. I couldn’t figure it out. Then I would show up at school and 
look down— and feel humiliated because I was wearing only my 
underwear. I would run to the bathroom and try to hide. It was 
the most devastating dream. You probably had the same dream 
or something similar. Or maybe you didn’t, but I am going to tell 
myself you did because it makes me feel better about myself.

The world we live in makes us feel incredibly exposed. We have 
a desire not to be found naked, not to be found vulnerable. This 
is why so many people can fight all the way to church and yet put 
a smile on when they show up at the front door. Is it that we are 
all hypocrites? No— or maybe. It is simply that we can all silo, or 
separate ourselves off from other believers around us. We don’t 
want to be exposed. We live in a world that desires authenticity 
and then places only the highlights on social media. We never want 
to be seen as less than. Not enough. Naked! 

The cover- up has been happening from the beginning. As 
human beings, we have always tried to shield ourselves— to show 
that we can, on our own, handle life and all that is thrown at us. 
This is why people wait until they are one to two years into a con-
flict, on average, before calling Peacemaker Ministries (of which I 
am CEO). They want to be reconciled and want the relationship 
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to be made right, but for years they have not glorified God and 
have sinned against each other. Often, they then ask us to reconcile 
their differences in a few hours. Quick reconciliation is possible 
with Jesus, but not practical with humans.

Why do we have this fear of being exposed? Let’s go back to 
the beginning of humankind and look at a few Scriptures about 
Adam and Eve. 

And the man and his wife were both naked and were not ashamed. 
(Gen. 2:25)

Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they knew that 
they were naked; and they sewed fig leaves together and made 
themselves loin coverings. They heard the sound of the Lord God 
walking in the garden in the cool of the day, and the man and his 
wife hid themselves from the presence of  the Lord God among the 
trees of the garden. Then the Lord God called to the man, and said 
to him, “Where are you?” He said, “I heard the sound of You in 
the garden, and I was afraid because I was naked; so I hid myself.” 
And He said, “Who told you that you were naked? Have you eaten 
from the tree of which I commanded you not to eat?” (3:7–11)

What happened between Genesis 2:25 and 3:7–11? Genesis 3:1–6 
happened: deception, disobedience, and sin. Sin is the reason we are 
so afraid to be exposed. Sin is the reason we are going to die, sin is 
the reason we groan, and sin is the reason we long to be clothed.

When the woman saw that the tree was good for food, and that it 
was a delight to the eyes, and that the tree was desirable to make 
one wise, she took from its fruit and ate; and she gave also to her 
husband with her, and he ate. (v. 6) 

How does sin play out in our relationships? How does sin play 
into our reconciliation? We are exposed. We are found unclothed. 
Naked. So, we hide. We avoid God’s presence. God is calling out 
through the Holy Spirit, “Where are you?” And as humans, we have 
clothed ourselves in self- righteousness and are hiding. But when 
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we try to clothe ourselves with anything less than Jesus Christ and 
him crucified, it ultimately ends in nothing more than fig leaves.

You Are Burdened

For indeed while we are in this tent, we groan, being burdened, 
because we do not want to be unclothed but to be clothed, so that 
what is mortal will be swallowed up by life. (2 Cor. 5:4)

Being burdened! Think through this. The tent is thin. The tent is 
flimsy. The tent does not protect, redeem, or save. The tent not 
only affects each of us personally but every relationship we have, 
including our relationship with God. I am convinced that if we 
do not accurately understand life in this fallen world, we will not 
quickly reconcile with God and with those around us. We’ll be 
lost in the weeds. 

Weeds are normal, and produce is a miracle. Let me show you 
what I mean.

Since the Great Depression, my family has had a fifty- acre farm 
in the Yakima Valley of central Washington. We have vineyards, 
cattle, pastures, and a couple of different gardens. I can remember 
each spring we would go out and rototill the ground. As a kid, I 
can remember thinking, Wow, that looks so good. The soil was 
rich, and it looked so nice newly turned and ready to use. Then 
we would plant rows of corn, watermelons, onions, potatoes, to-
matoes, squash, and many other fruits and vegetables. We used 
a gravity irrigation system that worked well because we were on 
a hill.

Do you know what else we had to do to get a great amount 
of produce out of all that planting? We had to weed. Weeds are 
normal and should be expected in a garden of any size. What 
if my family had lived as if weeds were not normal? What if we 
had told each other, “Oh, don’t worry; weeds won’t come. Weeds 
won’t grow”? 

I can pretend, I can hope, I can have faith, and I can believe, 
but weeds will come. We would spend days weeding our gardens. 
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I felt at the time like I did a lot of the work, but looking back, I see 
my dad did most of it. Why the burden of having to weed? If life 
were fair, we wouldn’t have to. Well, the answer is simple: we live 
in a fallen world. Weeds are normal. The very fact that anything 
grows in this fallen world is a miracle— an act of God.

Go back to 2 Corinthians 5:4 and read it again. We are burdened 
because we do not want to be unclothed. We do not want to be 
exposed. To be burdened means to be weighed down, loaded up, 
heavy, or oppressed. Let the Word of God wash over you. You are 
burdened because of the fear of being exposed, the fear of being 
found in your sin, the fear of dying.

LIVING RECONCILED

We’ll add to this list each chapter. Here is our first practical dis-
covery that will help you maintain reconciliation:

 1. Conflict is inevitable, for we live in a fallen world.

REVIEW AND RECAP

• We are all going to die.
• We are all going to experience difficulties.
• We are all afraid of being vulnerable and insufficient.
• We are all going to be weighed down by trouble.

Jesus answered, “The foremost is, ‘Hear, O Israel! The Lord our 
God is one Lord; and you shall love the Lord your God with all your 
heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind, and with all 
your strength.’ The second is this, ‘You shall love your neighbor 
as yourself.’ There is no other commandment greater than these.” 
(Mark 12:29–31)
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TO MAKE YOU THINK

How is living in a temporal world affecting your relationship 
with God?

How is living in a temporal world affecting your relationship 
with others? 

Which part of your tent, your fallenness, is causing a God- 
honoring relationship to be difficult?

What are you relationally groaning about?
What has been a burden to you?
What makes you afraid of being exposed?
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